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 Information Technology (IT) development is the vital required for human life 
activities in this global era. This implementation of IT system has becomes 

competitive among developers to increase the quality of system performance. 
In order to discover the IT performance of system, it neccesary to evaluate 
the IT implementation performance. It determines the anticipated system 
output to prepare to enhance the application performance. In this paper the 
evaluation performance that is reviewd are effectiveness and security metrics 
because both of evaluations able to improve the development and protection 
of system. Therefore, this paper classifies some IT domain development that 
used in term of effectiveness and security metric approach from previous 
researchers’ effort. It is categorized the domain based on both evaluation 

term of effectiveness and security metrics from specific parameter their used. 
The concern of this paper is to discover the important effectiveness and 
security metrics in IT domain performance that is anticipated to achieve 
expected performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, information technology (IT) implementation is a critical tool in improving the 

competitive development aspect of human life. It is significantly the impact that IT has influenced on the 

productivity of firms that are widely spread and used [1]. A lot of IT literature focus on the processes and 

behaviors based on trust and social enforcement that are provided with some social work and routinity of 

work [2]. However, the important thing for this specific requirement of implementation of IT development is 

the evaluation procedures as the parameters. The function of evaluation is to predict the quality of 

requirements of developing IT performance that deserves to be used in every aspect of life [3]. 
The value of evaluation as evidence to determine the level performance in some circumstances is 

achieved based on specific metrics. There are some evaluations that used some parameter condition in terms 

of security, robustness, capacity, effectiveness, efficiency etc as the parameter performance. Security 

parameter is used for acces control, authenticity and avoid particular risk to maintain performance of the IT 

system [4]. Then, capacity parameter is used in order to determine the size of IT system and adapted the 

system size with space of specific application that could be influence sytem performance [5]. Furthermore, 

robustness parameter is applied in order to avoid the risky error development and consider to safe and robust 

implementation that suitable is expected performance [6–8]. Moreover, The effectiveness is the capability of 

the system in order to perform the desired output [9]. Meanwhile, effeciency is parameter measurable quality 

component development to achieve the undertaking process successfuly [10, 11]. However, the effectiveness 

and security metrics mostly improve the performance in IT area. It is because effectiveness focus on quality 
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system and security metric focus on secure the system in the development of IT implementation [9, 12].  

Both of performance is important to achieve in implement the goodness performance in IT systems. This 

paper focuses on review of effectiveness and security metrics performance in the development of IT 

environment in several area. It is anticipated to contribute as the guidelines the performance of effectiveness 

and security metrics that is developed in any methods in IT area 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
The implementation of IT in evaluation based on parameter in term of effectiveness and security 

metrics is expected able to achieve the appropriate performance. These are the two of the parameters applied 

in order to identify the quality of the system that deserved to be compared with former or another system 

[13]. This section is elaborated some discussion about several systems applied in order to achieve the 

effectiveness performance. Li and Ju [14] implemented the effectiveness system in ISMS in company so as to 

improve the performance some aspects. It identifies some controls to achieve the effectiveness with some 

implementations which are used to prevent system, reduce incident and improve understanding of roots. 

Those are some approaches in the company in terms of the employment and application in the industry. 

Then, Chebrolu [15]described some aspect in effectiveness in IT cloud such as Quality of Service, user 

satisfaction, and user helpfulness. It used regression analysis in order to measure the effectiveness using 

independent variables in the collected data. Moreover, Fu and Yu [16] declared the effectiveness in visual of 

cryptography consist two aspects which are contrast and security. In term of security, the third party unable 
to contain the secret information. Meanwhile, in contrast that is implemented human visual system able to 

notice the secret messages after overlapping the communication. 

Those are some implementation of effectiveness metric in development performance. There also 

some related work about security metric performance in several area. According Kong, Kim and Kim [17] 

analysed the information security that influenced the physical security in a threat of an unnamed application 

security. The security measurement is important to be improved in order to avoid DOS attack and reverse the 

proxy group in dual control system. It measures the security level using false alarm and reduction measure in 

every particular technique in the system. Furthermore, Kaur[18] proposed a high security in the development 

video steganography. The security is improved in order to protect the hidden message from statistical attacks 

due to the identical bit matching substitution appliance. This is done by using a key for encryption in 

algorithm that provides layers form more than one user to decrypt the secret message that has the correct 
secret key. Then, Zaraskovsaka, Tarasov and Gluschenko [19] developed the information-measuring systems 

based on wireless sensor networks (WSN). The development WSN functionality is used to avoid attacks of 

"denial of service" or node failures. The DoS attack able to influence to the drain in the sensor battery in the 

system. Therefore, it used security accessibility to guarantee the service that offered by node in the WSN. 

The elaboration performance of effectiveness and security metrics is necessary to conduct with evaluation 

execution which is expected able to figure out the rates quality performance of method [20].  

 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF EFFECTIVENESS AND SECURITY METRICS 
Based on previous section, it is mentioned the rule of effectiveness and security metric that could be 

defined as figure it out performance circumstances in any are of IT. This section focus on describes which IT 
domain that perform effectivenes and security. The implementation of effectiveness and security metric in 

some IT environment is shown in Figure 1 as follows. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Area of IT that performed of effectiveness and security metric 
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Figure 1 shows several area of study that are related with implementation effectiveness and security 

performances in several area of information security study. Some area that is mentioned are the effectiveness 

of the study such as cloud computing, watermarking and information security in industry. Meanwhile,  

DoS and information security system are evaluated in the area of information security performance. 

However, there is also some area concerning in both of the evaluations which are wireless sensor network, 

cryptography and steganography. This comparison is shown in Figure 2 as follows. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2. Domain of study that used effectiveness and security metrics 

 

 

In Figure 2, the comparison of the domain study that most researchers implemented are preferred on 

the effectiveness on security metric on steganography with a value reach of 43%. This is followed by 

cryptography and information system area that share similar value 25% and wireless sensor network (WSN) 

7%. In additional, the specific comparison of effectiveness and security with domain study of 
information security is shown in Figure 3 as follows. 

Figure 3 illustatess the comparison some implementation of effectiveness and security metric 

performance in last decade. The highest last effort of the researcher is in the effectiveness in steganography. 

This is followed by the security in steganography and efectivness performances with four research efforts. 

Next is cryptography which four efforts in effectiveness, but zero effort in security performance. Finally, 

WSN has only one effort in both effectiveness and security metrics. This comparison is shown in Figure 4 as 

follows. Figure 4 illustrates the comparison between the effectiveness and security metric implementation. 

This figure generalize IT environment to divide the performance of effectiveness and security metrics that is 
dominant to implement.The effectiveness is mostly implemented in IT enviorment in last decade comparing 

that security metric. It is clearly seem that effectiveness metric reached 68% compared security  

metric only 32%. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 3. The comparison of effectiveness and 

security performances based on domain 

Figure 4. Comparison of implementation on 

effectiveness and security metrics 

 

 

4. PARAMETER OF EFFECTIVENESS AND SECURITY METRICS PERFORMANCE 

This section is an elaboration from the previous section that discovered the implementation of 

effectiveness or security metrics in the area of steganography, cryptography, IS in IT Company and also 

WSN. It discusses several parameters that measure the effectiveness and security metrics in the evaluation of 
the domain. Some parameters evaluate the effectiveness or security metric are able to be implemented in IT 

area as shown in the Table 1 as follows. 
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Table 1. Parameter Metric of Effectiveness and Secutity Metrics Performance in IT Area 
 

No. Parameter Metric Implementation 
Metrics 

Effectiveness Security 

Steganography 1. PSNR (Peak Signal 

to Noise Ratio) 

It measure the quality of any image that compare the 

cover image and embed as stego image [21]–[24], 

restore or degrades image with detail to its reference 

truth image [25]. It also evaluates and compares 

algorithm the effectiveness and stego-image quality 

[26]. 

√ √ 

2.. MSE (Mean Square 

Error) 

It evaluates the square error representing the 

difference between the cover image and stego 

image, and also determines the image quality 

parameters, as to avoid problem of embedding data 

and improved version of the image technique [23]–

[26]. 

√ √ 

3. NCC (Normalized 

Cross Correlation) 

 

It evaluates of the similarity between the original 

cover image in terms of size and the stego image 

after embedded process [23]. 
√ - 

4. PRD (Percentage 

Residual 

Difference) 

It measures between the original host of ECG with 

result that achieved in the watermarking [27] √ - 

5. Accuracy 

measuring and 

standard deviation 

It measures the integration of hardware and software 

process in negative systems with the analysis 

stability of information structures and security 

systems [28] 

- √ 

6. The pixel 

expansion: 

 

It is used for comparing the level security and the 

adversary to determine the secret image by single 

share [16]. 

- √ 

7. PSNR (Peak Signal 

to Noise Ratio)  

Determine in term of the ratio between the 

maximum possible power of a signal in the 

cryptography and the power of mortifying noise that 

affects the fidelity of its representation [13], [18] 

√ - 

8. MSE (Mean Square 

Error). 

It squared error of an estimator numerous methods 

to quantify the modification between standards 

values by an estimator and the correct values of the 

quantity that was expected [13] 

√ - 

9. Coefecient of 

correlation 

Statistical quantity of an image pixel performance. It 

divides the image into 2 some image pixels blocks 

[29]. 

√ - 

10 Pixel Expansion It is used for comparing the level security and the 

probability for adversary to determine that the secret 

image by a single share is equal[16]. 

- √ 

Information 

system in IT 

industry 

11. Awarenes measure It uses tools, method and procedure control in 

organizational security that collected data by 

security manager [30].  

√ - 

12. Quantitatively 

measurable. 

Capability in measured accurately the performance 

control in company. It monitoring performance 

using proactive control to prevent the problem and 

reducing the incidents [14]. 

√ - 

13. Function coefecient It uses the design questionnaire to survey the 

personal and opinion performance of employee. The 

discriminant analysis based on the questionnaire 

classification is then used [9]. 

√ - 

14. The Pearson’s chi 

squared 

It test results with respondent that evaluated the 

employee based on questionnaire that had been 

designed [15]. 

√ - 

 

Wireless 

Sensor 

Network 

15. Voronoi 

polyhedron:  

It determines the clustering system that increases 

life cycle and reduce power consumption in WSN 

environment [19]. 

√ - 

16. Data-measuring 

systems (MSA) 

Data-measuring systems (MSA) that determine the 

integrity that give the limited source of energy and 

ensure the confidentiality in securing algorithm data 

encryption [19]. 

- √ 

 

 

Based on Table 1, several parameters metric are implemented in some area of IT focusing on 
effectiveness, security and both metric performances. In steganography, it is showed two parameters focus on 

effectiveness metric performance, two parameters metric security metric and two parameters focus on both of 

the metrics performance. In cryptography, most of parameter focus on effectiveness metric and only one 

parameter focus on security metric performance. In IT company all of paremeters focus on effectiveness 
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metric performance, while in WSN, one parameter focuses on the effectiveness metric and one parameter 

focuses on security metric. However, there is one the unique thing list in Table 1; PSNR and MSE metrics in 

steganography focus on both metrics performance, while both of same parameter metrics in cryptography 

only focus on the effectiveness metric performance. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

This paper studies about the effectiveness and security metrics that is a concern in development to 

achieve the quality of IT performance. From the two metrics of the performance, this paper is analyzed some 

domain of study that concern with evalution in effectiveness and security metric performances. The domain 
study that used in the area both evaluation performances which are steganography, cryptography, IS in IT 

Company and WSN. This paper reviews most of effectiveness and security performance is used in IT area. It 

is discovered effectiveness and security metric as become some concern of this study. Both of performance 

important to evaluate with some parameter to achieve the expected performance in develop a system in IT 

area. However, the exact parameters that evaluate effectiveness and security metric is necessary to determine 

the performance of steganography as the future work that is related with this study. 
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